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LAC Integration in TDIS

In order to use SBS as an electron spectrometer we need an E&M calorimeter and a Cherenkov detector

We will repurpose the CLAS Large Angle Calorimeter (LAC) for use in the SBS



LAC Geometry: Regions, Layers, Stacks  

Scintillator bar: 1.5 cm thickness and 10 cm width

Same type scintillator but rotated by 90 deg

Layer: 0.2 cm lead foil + 1.5 cm thick scintillator 
(teflon separates the scintillators from lead)

33 layers in total: 17 in the inner region and 16 in the outer

Stack: 8 adjacent (in the vertical) 
scintillator bars of the same 
orientation 

Each stack is read at both ends 
by EMI 9954 A PMTs (2 PMTs per 
stack)

We have 64 stacks in total



LAC: Cells and Trigger Configuration 
 Each cell is the crossing of 2 adjacent stacks with different orientations 

Cell dimension: 10x10 cm2
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 We have a grid of 40x24 cells (960 cells total)
Trigger:

 There are 256 channels (PMTs) in the LAC (64 stacks X 2)

 We would “AND” the 2 sides of every stack

 Then we would “AND” the “AND”s of 2 adjacent (in the vertical) stacks 
with different orientation; this would be a cell

 Then we would “OR” all the cells

 This would be done per region (inner, outer)

 We would need all 256 channels read by FADCs (to get timing, 
amplitude, integral, PED)

 We would like to have the option to use the relative energy deposition 
in the two regions to do some pion rejection at the trigger level



LAC Work: Update

 We decided to take out all 256 PMTs and characterize them in a dark box – in progress

measure the SPE amplitude and the pulse width on the scope at various voltages and from that 
obtain the gain vs. HV curve per PMT

make sure the PMT vacuum is not breached (look for afterpulsing)

 We are also checking the connections at the patch panel and will fix issues as they arise – in progress 

 We also decided to take out the Am source that was used for gain monitoring – future

Once we know what the SPE amplitude should be at the running HV we can always take data triggering on 
a pulser while beam is delivered to check if the SPE amplitude (gain) changes 

We           FADCs



LAC Work: Update
This is how a good PMT should look on the scope:

SPE Amplitude at low gain

SPE Amplitude at high gain



LAC Work: Update

LAC in the ESB

LAC PMTs out (end of light guides seen)

Dark box for multiple PMTs testing
PMT



LAC Work: Update

We will add columns with: SPE amplitudes at few 
HV settings and the drawn current 



LAC Work: Update

 Once the PMTs are characterized in the dark boxed we will put them back in the detector and test again 
on the scope and with a picoammeter to make sure all the connections are good and that there are no 
light leaks – future 

 Then we will perform cosmics tests (will place scintillator paddles under and above the LAC and will 
trigger on the COIN between top and bottom paddles): we plan to set up the DAQ  in the ESB with one 
FADC and VTP (initially we will borrow) – future

In the works: acquire funding to buy the following

AND maybe PMTs as well



Summary

 All PMTs are being removed from the detector for initial testing  - once this work is completed we will have an idea 
of how many PMTs we may need in addition to what we have

 The Am source used in the past for gain monitoring will be removed as well

 Once the good PMTs have been selected they will be re-installed in the detector 

 We will then set up for tests with cosmics in the ESB


